
JK, JL AND JT

POWER STEERING COOLER INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING!!

APEX DESIGNS recommends a certified technician install this system. In addition to these instructions, professional knowledge of disassembly/reassembly procedures as 

well as post installation checks must be known. Attempts to install this system without this knowledge and expertise may jeopardize the integrity and/or operating safety of 
the vehicle. Please read instructions before beginning installation. Check the kit hardware against the parts list. Be sure you have all needed parts and know where they go.

Item # Part No. Description QTY

1 X01-01-001 Assembly / Sub, Cooler 1

2 X01-03-001 Assembly/ Sub Hardware Kit 1

3 X01-02-001 ASSEMBLY/SUB,GENERAL FITTING, O-RING SAE-6 BOSS 2

4 U04-01-001-2 HARDWARE/ HOSE, UNION, 3/8" NIPPLE, TYPE 2 BLACK ANO 1

5 F03-10-080-2
FASTENER/FLANGE H, M10 X 1.5 COARSE THR. 

,80MM,COATING/MAT. (T) 
2

6 F04-01-010-2
FASTENER/ NUT, FLANGE NYLOCK/METRIC COARSE,                                                          

M10X1.5,COATING/MAT.(T) 
2

7 P01-01-001 PACKAGING/BOX,HARDWARE/INNER, 6.63 X 10.57 X 3.75 1

8 U04-02-062-1
HARDWARE/HOSE, CONSTANT TENSION CLAMP, .625 HOSE 

SIZE, ZINC ALUMINUM 700 HR SALT SPRAY 
5

9 U04-03-050-3
HARDWARE/HOSE,POWER STEERING J189, 60" LENGTH, 

.375" HOSE ID 
1

10 A01-03-001-1
COOLING/POWER STEERING, MOUNT JK/JL, 4.83”TLG, SS 304 

CR #4 BRUSHED, 14 GUAGE
2

Please read instructions before beginning 
installation. Check the kit hardware against the parts 

list. Be sure you have all needed parts and know 
where they go. 
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POWER STEERING COOLER INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Remove bumper and skid plates as 
well as air cleaner box.

Cut power steering low pressure return 
line and drain fluid.

Use small tubing 
cutter:
Place bucket directly 
under to catch oil.

Remove cap from 
power steering 
reservoir. 

Remove low pressure line. For ease of removal
cut line into section as shown in figure 4. 

Low pressure line.
Passenger side of 
steering gear.

Save this section

Cut here with
Razor blade

Cut for ease of removal 
3X, OR AS NEEDED

LOW PRESSURE RETURN LINE REMOVAL

Figure 4 Step 5

Install cooler in desired location

JK vertical mount shown

JK, JL AND JT

See model specific page for 
directions on mounting 
Page 1 or page 2

Q02-01-001 REV D
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Bracket Mounting Instructions 

Select a location that best suits how your jeep is outfitted. 
Cooler brackets were designed to fit in multiple locations. 
Winch equipped jeeps will be the most limited and most 
likely require drilling of frame  

Keep at least ¼” from cooler body and 
interference of other components

Position 1 Position 2.1

Position 2.2 Position 2.3

Vertical placement with existing hole Horizontal or vertical placement without
existing holes.

Drill through both sides of frame using 10mm 
drill and fasten brackets with supplied bolts and 
nuts. Do not drill hole larger than 15mm. 
Measure twice and drill once! 

Note!
Cover cooler in painters tape to prevent 
scratches during dry fitment and install.

Drill Mounting Horizontal or vertical mounting. 
NOTE!
Remove grill for better access

JL/JT

Use existing bolt from 
bumper mount, select 
upper or lower slot on 
bracket. Position 
bracket in desired 
location. *Dry fit cooler 
along the way to ensure 
proper fitment, then 
tighten bolts.
Repeat on other side.

Supplied bracket

Drill zone:
Reference both 
sides and ensure 
There is room for 
the nut. Same both 
sides.
Do not drill into 
spring perch 
flange!

VerticalHorizontal
See last page 
for winch 
applications 
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specific mounting instructions 

Position 1 Position 2.1

Position 2.2 Position 2.3

Horizontal placement with existing hole Horizontal or vertical placement without
existing holes.

Drill through both sides of frame using 10mm 
drill and fasten brackets with supplied bolts and 
nuts. Do not drill larger than 15mm holes. 
Measure twice and drill once! 

Note!
Cover cooler in painters tape to prevent 
scratches during dry fitment and install. 

Drilling frame for alternate mounting
Horizontal or vertical mounting. 
NOTE!
Remove grill for better access.

JK

Use existing bolt from 
bumper mount, select 
upper or lower slot on 
bracket. Position 
bracket in desired 
location. *Dry fit cooler 
along the way to ensure 
proper fitment, then 
tighten bolts. 
Repeat on other side.

Supplied bracket

Drill zone:
Reference both 
sides and ensure 
There is room for 
the nut. Same both 
sides.
Do not drill into 
spring perch 
flange!

See last page for winch 
applications. JL shown but 
similar to JK.

For some JK models equipped with a vacuum assist 
pump it may need to be relocated depending on how 
cooler Is mounted. Relocation kits can be purchased 
through many Companies.

Special note!

Select a location that best suits how your jeep is 
outfitted. Cooler brackets were designed to fit in 
multiple locations. Winch equipped jeeps will be the 
most limited and most likely require drilling of frame.  

Keep at least ¼” from cooler body and 
interference of other components.
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Note factory hole

Vertical
Horizontal



Final

Install hoses:
Start from steering gear. Slip clamps over both 
hoses (Saved hose and supplied hose). Insert 
male/male barb into each hose. After barb is seated 
slip the clamps over barb. 

Step 6

With 4 screws loose and with a gap slightly more 
than bracket thickness slide cooler into brackets. 
Insure cooler is fully seated, then tighten all four 
screws (Torque 100 in. lbs)

If mounted vertical 
hose ports face to rear 
of vehicle

If mounted horizontal
hose ports face 
downwards 

sdf

Install both hose 
nipples 
(Torque 100 in.lb)

Step 11Step 10Step 9

Step 8Step 7

Make sure all hoses are routed 
away from moving parts and 
secured from chafing

assembly 4
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Saved from Jeep
Supplied male/male hose barb

Install supplied hose
Do not cut hose yet!

Supplied constant tension 
hose clamps

Connect drivers side hose to 
driver side nipple. Use 
supplied hose clamps. 
*Leave slack in hose for flex.

Install hose end to steering gear and 
route opposite side of hose close to 
driver side of cooler

HOSE CONNECTION TO 
PASSENGER SIDE OF COOLER

Route passenger side hose from 
power steering pump to cooler 
using supplied hose and hose 
clamps *Leave slack in hose for 
Flex.

JL/JT APPLICATION
Route passenger side hose from 
power steering pump reservoir 
to cooler using supplied hose 
and hose clamps *Leave slack in 
hose for Flex.

HOSE CONNECTION TO 
PASSENGER SIDE OF COOLER

JK APPLICATION



OIL FILL
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The added capacity of the cooler is .85 liters or 29 oz.

This system MUST use high grade pure synthetic. Do not use ATF.

Why the good stuff?
High grade synthetics offer a much higher temperature capacity without breaking down. Even more important is 
that it will maintain a more consistent viscosity at low temperatures so the steering will not become heavy and 
blow off the pressure relief valve to soon. This could cause a large reduction in power assist at very low 
temperature conditions (sub 10 degrees F) 
Fill with synthetic power steering fluid or OE specified fluid. Bleed as per standard method specified by MOPAR

Note: For JL and JT there is an electric pump. This pump will not operate until the steering is moved. Cycle back and forth 
so that pump will except fluid

Recommended oils

Part # REDLINE 30404Part # PENTOSIN CHF 11SPart # MOPAR 68088485AB

OTHER OILS MAY BE USED IF THEY MEET CHRYSLER MINIMUM SPEC. MA-11655



If your vehicle is equipped with a Winch or you plan to add 

a winch in the future: 

Option A is the easiest to install and has the better amount 

of air flow between A and B options.

Option B takes a little more time but has the highest 

amount of clearance for a winch. Read the instruction in its 

entirety to understand what is the best option for your 

application. 
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Horizontal mounting position provides extra 
room for winch. There are many bumpers and 
winch styles. Determine what best suits your 
application. Vertical mount in option B has the 
most clearance. 

Figure 4 Step 5

Install cooler brackets as shown. Ensure 
cooler bracket is flat against jeep flange. 
Supplied nut and bolts will reach through 
frame.

JL AND JT WINCH SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

Q02-01-001 REV D

AHORIZONTAL mount 

Cooler will 
extend no 
further than ½ in 
from most 
forward edge. 

Drill .50” hole through 
opposite side. Apply 
painters tape and mark.

1” up from bracket and 
directly above connection 
of bracket to frame as 
shown. Drill drivers side in 
the same fashion.

(Passenger side shown)

Use smaller drill size 
(.188”) to start pilot 
hole for .50” drill.
Ensure opposite hole 
is straight and level. 
Clean up any burrs 
and use touch up 
paint if desired. 

Winch Horizontal

Step 6Winch HorizontalWinch Horizontal

Winch Horizontal Winch Horizontal

Winch Horizontal

See page 4 for final install of hoses and hose 
fittings. Watch for contact between cooler and 
radiator parts. Move away at least .125” so that 
damage to radiator will not occur. Reinstall grill. 

OPTION



Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Horizontal mounting position provides extra 
room for winch. There are many bumpers and 
winch styles. Determine what best suits your 
application. Vertical mount in option B has the 
most clearance. 

Figure 4 Step 5

Re

If equipped with factory sway bar disconnect.

JL AND JT WINCH SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

Q02-01-001 REV 
CD

B1VERTICAL mount 

Cooler will 
mount .750” 
below flush 
from most 
forward edge 
of grill.

Drill .50” hole through 
opposite side. Apply 
painters tape and mark.

1” up from bracket and 
directly above connection 
of bracket to frame as 
shown. Drill drivers side in 
the same fashion.

(Passenger side shown)

Use smaller drill size 
(.188”) to start pilot 
hole for .50” drill.
Ensure opposite hole 
is straight and level. 
Clean up any burrs 
and use touch up 
paint if desired. 

Winch Vertical 

Step 6

OPTION

Winch Vertical Winch Vertical 

Winch Vertical Winch Vertical Winch Vertical 

Back from 
grill front. 

Remove bolt

Remove mount. A 
little oil applied to 
pin will help. 

Strike black bent pin 
with hammer at 
bend point until 
measurement in 
step 7 is achieved.
Be carful to not hit 
radiator. Cover with 
cardboard or other 
stiff material.



Step 7 Step 8 Step 9

Figure 10 Step 11

JL AND JT WINCH SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

Q02-01-001 REV D

B2VERTICAL mount 

Winch Vertical 

Step 12

OPTION

Winch Vertical Winch Vertical 

Winch Vertical Winch Vertical Winch Vertical 

Measure as shown. Bend 
pin until a measurement 
of 6.5” is achieved. Do not 
exceed 7.25”. Press on 
disconnect so it is in the 
most downward position. 

End of pin

Loosely mount assembly as  shown, both sides.
Install hose fittings and hoses. (There is no room 
to install hose clamps after cooler is in final 
location) slide cooler back and tighten brackets.
Nuts should be closet to cooler. 

Slide cooler as far as it will go to passenger side 
prior to tightening cooler to brackets. Ensure 
cooler is seated into slots. Note that slots on 
brackets face down in this application. Sliding 
cooler in this way allows for hose clearance. 

Ensure cooler brackets 
are flat against jeep 
brackets, both sides.

Bolt must be facing 
cooler.

Watch for radiator 
contact on back 
side of cooler, both 
sides.
Move away at least 
.125” if needed.

Install grill and check for proper clearances. 
Ensure hoses are not pinched! This could restrict 
fluid flow. Passengers side hose can be tight 
depending on mounting selected.  

Route hose high and 
above frame rail.



General notes 

Torque values

1. M6 X 1.5           100 IN LBS
2. M10 X  1           30 FT LBS
3. HOSE NIPPLE   100 IN LBS

Care and service:

The finish is highly resistant to salt and 
most chemicals. Strong acids should be 
avoided such as mag wheel cleaner.
Avoid direct power wash on the Apex 
Logo badge. The cooler is compatible 
with all fluids that may be typically used 
including oil, coolants and fuels
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By purchasing any item sold by Apex Designs, LLC, the buyer expressly warrants that he/she is in compliance 

with all applicable, State, and Local laws and regulations regarding the purchase, ownership, and use of the 

item. It shall be the buyers responsibility to comply with all Federal, State and Local laws governing the sales 

of any items listed, illustrated or sold. The buyer expressly agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Apex 

Designs, LLC for all claims resulting directly or indirectly from the purchase, ownership, or use of the items.


